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Abstract
We present three constructions of partial di$erence sets (PDS) using di$erent types of 2nite
local rings. The 2rst construction uses homomorphic images of 2nite Frobenius local rings and
generalizes a previous result by the author. The second construction uses 2nite Frobenius local
rings. The third construction uses 2nite (noncommutative) chain rings and generalizes a recent
construction of partial di$erence sets by Leung and Ma. The three constructions provide many
new PDS in nonelementary abelian groups.
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1. Introduction
A partial di$erence sets (PDS) in a 2nite group G is a subset D ⊂ G such that the
di$erences d1d−12 (d1; d2 ∈D, d1 = d2) represent each element in D \{e} exactly 
times and each element in G \(D ∪ {e}) exactly  times. The integers (v = |G|; k =
|D|; ; ) are called the parameters of the PDS. When  = , the PDS becomes a
di$erence set, which is equivalent to a symmetric design admitting G as a regular
automorphism group. PDS are known to be closely related to other topics in combi-
natorics and coding theory, such as partial geometries, Schur rings, strongly regular
graphs and two-weight codes [17]. In this paper, we will limit ourselves to reversible
PDS in abelian groups. (A subset D of a group G is called reversible if it is closed
under inversion.) A subset D of a 2nite abelian group G is a reversible PDS if and
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only if for every nonprincipal character 
 of G, 
(D) =
∑
g∈D 
(g) belongs to a set
of two 2xed real numbers.
Although actual constructions of PDS using 2nite rings could be quite complicated,
the motivation for such approaches can be explained rather easily. Our ability to com-
pute 
(D) for a subset D of a 2nite abelian group G usually relies on a good way
of representing all the characters of G. If R is a 2nite ring and if 
 is a character of
(R;+) such that ker 
 does not contain any nonzero left ideal of R, then every character
of (R;+) is of the form 
(· a) for some a∈R. In this case, 
 is called a generating
character of R. Thus, the additive group of a 2nite ring with a generating character is
a suitable platform for constructing PDS, since all the characters here are generated by
the generating character via the ring multiplication. A recent important result by Wood
[22] states that 2nite rings with a generating character are precisely 2nite Frobenius
rings. In addition to having a generating character, all the 2nite rings that have been
successfully used to construct PDS, including the rings in this paper, are local. The
usefulness of the locality of a 2nite ring in the construction of PDS is twofold: First,
the ability to do division outside the maximal ideal enables one to use substitution in
the computation of character sums. Substitutions are a common and e$ective technique
for computing character sums. Second, a 2nite local ring is naturally divided into two
“layers”: the maximal ideal and the rest. This setting allows one to do constructions
on the two layers separately and then put the pieces together. Constructions of PDS
by such an approach can be viewed as extensions of PDS. The PDS constructed using
2nite rings are usually in nonelementary abelian p-groups. Such results are interesting
since, generally speaking, PDS are better understood in elementary abelian groups but
not in nonelementary ones.
Next, we give a brief review of the recent history of PDS constructions using 2nite
rings. In 1990, Leung and Ma gave a construction of PDS in R × R where R is
a 2nite commutative chain ring [14]. Five years later, the same authors constructed
a family of PDS with Paley parameters in the same setting, i.e., in R × R where
R is a 2nite commutative chain ring [15]. Although the settings are the same, the
actual constructions of Leung and Ma [14,15] are quite di$erent. In 1996, three papers
dealing with ring theoretic constructions of PDS appeared. Ray-Chaudhuri and Xiang
[21] discovered a family of PDS in Ztp2 using the Galois ring GR(p
2; t). The result of
[21] was immediately improved by Leung and Ma [16] and by Chen et al. [2]. Since
then, the construction of Leung and Ma [14] has been generalized by Hou [7] to 2nite
commutative Frobenius local rings. The roles of a generating character and the locality
of the ring in PDS constructions became evident in [7]. Meanwhile, the construction
of Chen et al. [2] was further generalized by Hou et al. [9]. We mention that the
construction of Hou et al. [9] also led to the discovery of some previously unknown
connections between the Galois rings and the 2nite 2elds. All the PDS mentioned
above are of Latin square type [16]. Recently, a family of non Latin square type PDS
in Zt4 × Zt2 was constructed by Davis and Xiang using the Galois ring GR(4; t) [5].
In the next two section, we provide some background from ring theory and from the
topic of PDS. In Section 4, we consider a 2nite Frobenius local ring R with maximal
ideal M and an arbitrary proper ideal I . We show that certain reversible PDS in
(M=I)× (M=I) can be extended to a reversible PDS in (R=I)× (R=I). This construction
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is a generalization of the ones in [7,14]. We point out that this generalization increases
the versatility of the ambient abelian groups. In [14,7], the ambient abelian group is
R× R, where R is a 2nite commutative chain ring and a 2nite commutative Frobenius
local ring, respectively. In the former case, R×R ∼= Z2apt×Z2bpt−1 as an abelian group (cf.
Section 2). In the latter case, one can manage to get some 2nite commutative Frobenius
local ring R such that (R;+) is not of the type Zapt × Zbpt−1 , but such examples are
not easy to come by (again, cf. Section 2). The ambient group of the PDS here is
(R=I)× (R=I), where R=I is a homomorphic image of a 2nite Frobenius local ring and
the types of the abelian group (R=I;+) are very versatile. In fact, in a work currently
under way, we 2nd that R=I can be any 2nite local ring. In Section 5, we again
consider a 2nite Frobenius local ring R with maximal ideal M . We give a construction
that extends certain reversible PDS in (M=r(M))× (M=r(M)) to R×R. Although some
of the ingredients of this construction are borrowed from [15], the construction as a
whole is di$erent from all the previous ones. The PDS construction in [15] using 2nite
commutative chain rings is indeed a sophisticated one. Let R be a 2nite commutative
chain ring. The idea of the construction in [15], roughly speaking, is to treat R×R like
a two-dimensional vector space and take a union of a set of lines of R× R cut o$ at
various points. In Section 6, we will generalize the construction of Leung and Ma [15]
using the same idea but di$erent treatments. Our generalization goes in two directions.
First, the Paley PDS in [15] is replaced with PDS having a family of parameters that
contains the Paley parameters. Second, the commutativity assumption of the chain ring
in [15] is dropped.
The three constructions in this paper generate PDS with Latin square type parameters.
In general, they produce new PDS not because of new parameters but because of new
ambient abelian groups.
2. Some ring theory
All rings considered are with identity. Let R be a 2nite ring. A character 
 of
the additive group (R;+) is called a generating character if ker 
 does not contain
any nonzero left ideal of R. (In [7], a generating character is called a nondegenerate
character.) In this case, 
 induces an isomorphism from (R;+) to its character group
(R;+)∗ via
(R;+)→ (R;+)∗
a → 
(· a): (2.1)
Proposition 2.1. Let R be a 6nite ring and 
 a generating character of R. Then there
is an automorphism (the Nakayama automorphism)  of R such that

(yx) = 
(x(y)) for all x; y∈R: (2.2)
Proof. For each y∈R, 
(y ·)∈ (R;+)∗. Since 
 is a generating character of R, there
is a unique element (y)∈R such that 
(y ·) = 
(·(y)). For any y1; y2 and x in R,
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we have

(x(y1y2)) = 
(y1y2x) = 
(y2x(y1)) = 
(x(y1)(y2)): (2.3)
Thus (y1y2)=(y1)(y2). Similarly, (y1+y2)=(y1)+(y2). Hence  : R → R is
a ring homomorphism. Letting x=1 in (2.2), we have 
=
◦. Therefore, ker  ⊂ ker 
.
Since ker 
 contains no nonzero ideal of R, we conclude that ker = {0} and that 
is an automorphism of R.
An immediate consequence of Proposition 2.1 is that a character 
 of a 2nite ring R
is a generating character if and only if ker 
 does not contain any nonzero right ideal
of R.
Let R be a ring (not necessarily 2nite) and S ⊂ R. The left and right annihilators of
S are denoted by l(S) and r(S), i.e.,
l(S) = {x∈R: xs= 0 for all s∈ S}; (2.4)
r(S) = {x∈R: sx = 0 for all s∈ S}: (2.5)
A left artinian ring R is called quasi-Frobenius if for every left ideal L and every
right ideal J of R, l(r(L)) = L and r(l(J )) = J . Let R be a quasi-Frobenius ring and
let
1 = e11 + · · ·+ e1n1 + · · ·+ et1 + · · ·+ etnt (2.6)
be a decomposition of 1∈R into orthogonal primitive idempotents, where Reij ∼=
Rekl if and only if i = k. Put ei = ei;1; 16 i6 t. It can be shown that for each
16 i6 t, l(rad R)ei is a minimal left ideal of R and that Rei is the injective hull
of l(rad R)ei (cf. [4, Proof of Theorem 58.12]). On the other hand, every irreducible
R-module must be isomorphic to Rei=(rad R)ei for some 16 i6 t (cf. [4, 54.12]).
Thus
l(rad R)ei ∼= Re!(i)=((rad R)e!(i)); 16 i6 t; (2.7)
for some function ! : {1; : : : ; t} → {1; : : : ; t}. Since l(rad R)ei ∼= l(rad R)ej ⇒ Rei = the
injective hull of l(rad R)ei ∼= the injective hull of l(rad R)ej = Rej ⇒ i = j, we see
that ! is actually a permutation of {1; : : : ; t}, which is called the Nakayama permu-
tation of R. The quasi-Frobenius ring R is called Frobenius if in (2.6), ni = n!(i)
for all 16 i6 t. Quasi-Frobenius rings and Frobenius rings are well studied in ring
theory and we refer the reader to Chapter 6 of [13] for more details. The de2ni-
tion of a Frobenius ring is by no means a straightforward one. However, among
2nite rings, Frobenius rings have a surprisingly simple characterization due
to Wood.
Theorem 2.2 (Wood [22]). Let R be a 6nite ring. Then R is Frobenius if and only
if R has a generating character.
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Example 2.3. Let F be a 2eld and
R=




A s
0 r
r t
0 A

∈M6×6(F):
A∈M2×2(F); s∈M2×1(F); r ∈F; t ∈M1×2(F)


: (2.8)
This is Nakayama’s original example of a quasi-Frobenius ring which is not Frobenius
[13,20]. When F is 2nite, we can prove that R is not Frobenius by directly showing
that R has no generating character. For each (a; b)∈F × F ,
L(a;b) =




0 0
0 0
0 k(a; b)
0 0

 : k ∈F


(2.9)
is a left ideal of R. Let char F=p and $∈HomGF(p)(F;GF(p)). For each (a; b)∈F×F ,
there is a unique (a; b)∈F such that
$




0 0
0 0
0 k(a; b)
0 0



= trF=GF(p)((a; b)k) for all k ∈F; (2.10)
where  : F × F → F is a GF(p)-linear map. Choose 0 = (a; b)∈ ker . Then 0 =
L(a;b) ⊂ ker $. Hence R does not have any generating character.
The 2nite rings that we will use in the PDS constructions are Frobenius and local.
Such rings also have a simple characterization.
Theorem 2.4. Let R be a 6nite ring. Then R is Frobenius and local if and only if R
has a unique minimal left ideal.
Proof. (⇒) Since R is local, R has a unique maximal right ideal M . Since R is
quasi-Frobenius, l(M) is the unique minimal left ideal of R.
(⇐) Let I be the unique minimal left ideal of R. Choose a character 
 of (R;+)
such that 
 is nonprincipal on I . Then 
 is a generating character of R. By
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Theorem 2.2, R is Frobenius. Consequently, r(I) is the unique maximal right ideal of
R, since R is quasi-Frobenius. Thus R is also local.
Remarks. (i) By the remark after the proof of Proposition 2.1, we see that in Theorem
2.4, the word “left” can be replaced with “right”. Furthermore, in a 2nite Frobenius
local ring with maximal ideal M , the unique minimal left ideal l(M) and the unique
minimal right ideal r(M) coincide since both are two-sided ideals.
(ii) We mention that a commutative local artinian ring with a unique minimal ideal is
called a zero-dimensional local Gorenstein ring and that a commutative quasi-Frobenius
ring is a direct product of a 2nitely many such rings [13].
Proposition 2.5. Let R be a 6nite Frobenius local ring and let q be the exponent of
the additive group (R;+). Let $∈HomZq(R;Zq) be such that (e2!i=q)$ is a generating
character of R. Then for any left ideal L and right ideal J of R satisfying r(L) ⊂ J ,
the following maps are group isomorphism:
J=r(L)→HomZq(L=l(J );Zq)
[u] → ([v] → $(vu)); u∈ J; v∈L; (2.11)
L=l(J )→HomZq(J=r(L);Zq)
[v] → ([u] → $(vu)); u∈ J; v∈L: (2.12)
In particular, J=r(L) ∼= L=l(J ) as abelian groups. Furthermore,
|r(L)|= |R||L| and |l(J )|=
|R|
|J | : (2.13)
Proof. Note that ker $ does not contain any nonzero left or right ideal of R. Then it
follows that the maps in (2.11) and (2.12) are group monomorphisms. Consequently,
|J=r(L)|6 |HomZq(L=l(J );Zq)|
= |L=l(J )|
6 |HomZq(J=r(L);Zq)|
= |J=r(L)|: (2.14)
Thus both inequalities in (2.14) are equalities. Therefore, the maps in (2.11) and (2.12)
are bijective. To see that |r(L)|= |R|=|L| and |l(J )|= |R|=|J |, note that L ∼= R=r(L) and
J ∼= R=l(J ) as abelian groups.
Next, we visit two important families of 2nite Frobenius local rings: Galois rings
and 2nite chain rings. We refer the reader to [3,19] for the proofs of the claims in the
paragraph. Let p be a prime and n; d¿ 0 and let f∈Zpn [X ] be a monic polynomial
of degree d such that its image in Zp[X ] is irreducible. Then GR(pn; d)=Zpn [X ]=(f)
is called a Galois ring of characteristic pn and rank d. The ring structure of GR(pn; d)
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depends only on p; n and d but not on the choice of f. GR(pn; d) has a unique
minimal ideal pn−1GR(pn; d) and a unique maximal ideal pGR(pn; d). Finite chain
rings are a family of 2nite Frobenius local rings that contains the Galois rings. A 2nite
ring is called a chain ring if all its left ideals form a chain under inclusion. It can be
shown that every 2nite chain ring R must be of the form
R= S[X ; *]=(g; pn−1X t): (2.15)
The meanings of the symbols in (2.15) are as follows: S = GR(pn; d); *∈Aut(S);
S[X ; *] is the skew-polynomial ring over S with the indeterminate X satisfying Xa=
*(a)X for all a∈ S; g∈ S[X ; *] is an Eisenstein polynomial of degree k, i.e., g=X k −
p(ak−1X k−1 + · · ·+ a0), ai ∈ S, a0 ∈ S∗; t = k when n= 1 and 16 t6 k when n¿ 1.
The integers (p; n; d; k; t) are called the invariants of R. In (2.15), the maximal ideal of
R is M=R!, where ! is the image of X in R. The nilpotency of ! is s=(n−1)k+t. All
the left and right ideals of R are two-sided ideals and R=M 0 ⊃ M 1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Ms={0}
is a complete list of them. Furthermore, Mi = R!i = !iR (06 i6 s), R=M = GF(pd)
and M 0=M 1 ∼= M 1=M 2 ∼= · · · ∼= Ms−1=Ms as left R-modules. Clearly,
(R;+) ∼= Zdtpn × Zd(k−t)pn−1 : (2.16)
When using a 2nite local ring R to construct PDS, one wants the additive group
(R;+) to be as versatile as possible. Eq. (2.16) shows that the types of the additive
group of a 2nite chain ring are rather limited. We end this section with an example
showing that the additive group of a 2nite Frobenius local ring has more types than
those in (2.16). A special case of the following example appeared in [7].
Example 2.6. Let
R= Zpm [X ]=(X n; paX n−1 − pb); (2.17)
where p is a prime and n¿ 2; 06 a; b6m are integers. To avoid redundancy and
triviality, we will assume
06 a¡b6m; 2b− a¿m; (a; n) = (0; 2); (a; b) = (0; m): (2.18)
(Actually, if one of the conditions in (2.18) is violated, then R is either trivial or can
be rewritten such that the conditions in (2.18) are satis2ed.) We will show that
(R;+) ∼= Zpm × Zn−2pb × Zpa (2.19)
and that R is a 2nite Frobenius local ring if and only if 2b− a= m.
To prove (2.19), let $ : Zpm → Zpb and - : Z2pm → Z2pm=〈(pb;−pa)〉 = G be the
natural homomorphisms and de2ne
 : Zpm [X ] → Zn−2pb × G
a0 + a1X + · · · → ($(a1); : : : ; $(an−2); -(a0; an−1)): (2.20)
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The map  is an onto homomorphism of groups and we claim that
ker = (X n; paX n−1 − pb): (2.21)
Let i¿ 0. Clearly, (X nX i) = 0. If i= 0, ((paX n−1 −pb)X i) = 0; if i¿ 0, we have
((paX n−1 − pb)X i)
=(−pbX i)
=
{
0 if i = n− 1;
-(0;−pb) = -(pb−a(pb;−pa)) = 0 if i = n− 1:
(2.22)
(Note that when i = n − 1, we used the condition that 2b − a¿m.) Therefore,
(X n; paX n−1−pb) ⊂ ker . For any f=a0+a1X+· · ·+an−1X n−1+X ng∈ ker , where
ai ∈Zpm and g∈Zpm [X ], we have (a0; an−1) = $(pb;−pa) ($∈Zpm) and ai = pbbi
(16 i6 n − 2; bi ∈Zpm). Thus a0 + an−1X n−1 + X ng∈ (X n; paX n−1 − pb). Since
pbX=(pb−paX n−1)X , we also have a1X+· · ·+an−2X n−2 ∈ (paX n−1−pb). Hence f∈
(X n; paX n−1 − pb). Thus (2.21) is proved and (2.19) follows.
Next assume 2b−a=m. We prove that R is a 2nite Frobenius local ring by showing
that pm−1R is the unique minimal ideal of R. From (2.19), we know that pm−1 = {0}.
For any 0 = f=a0+a1X+· · ·+an−1X n−1 ∈R, we want to show that pm−1 ∈fR. If a0 ∈
pbZpm , we may assume that a0 =pb−1. Then f ·X n−1 =pb−1X n−1 =pb−a−1paX n−1 =
p2b−a−1 = pm−1. If a0 ∈pbR, we may assume that f = a1X + · · · + an−1X n−1 since
pb = paX n−1. Let i (16 i6 n − 1) be the smallest index such that aiX i = 0. Then
ai ∈ pbZpm since pbX = paX n = 0. Thus we may assume ai = pb−1 and we have
f · X n−1−i = pb−1X n−1 = pm−1.
Finally, assume that 2b − a¿m. In this case, R does not have a unique minimal
ideal hence is not a 2nite Frobenius local ring. When n¿ 3 and b¡m, pm−1R and
pb−1X n−2R are two nonzero ideals of R with intersection {0}; when n¿ 3 and b=m,
pm−1R and pa−1X n−1R are two nonzero ideals of R with intersection {0}; when n=2,
pm−1R and (pa−1X − pb−1)R are two nonzero ideals of R with intersection {0}. The
proofs of these claims are mainly computational hence are omitted.
3. Partial di$erence sets
We refer the reader to [17] for a comprehensive survey on PDS. Let G be a 2nite
group and D ⊂ G. We identify D with ∑g∈D g∈Z[G] and de2ne D(−1) =∑g∈D g−1.
Then D is a (v= |G|; k = |D|; ; ) PDS in G if and only if in Z[G],
DD(−1) = G + (− )D + .e; (3.1)
where .= k −  if e ∈ D and .= k −  if e∈D. D is called reversible if D(−1) = D.
PDS that are not di$erence sets, i.e., with  = , must be reversible [17]. A reversible
PDS not containing e is called a regular PDS. In this paper, we shall limit ourselves
to reversible PDS in 2nite abelian groups. In a 2nite abelian group G, a subset D is a
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reversible PDS if and only if for every nonprincipal character 
 of G, 
(D) = $ or -
for two 2xed real constants $ and -. In this case, the parameters of D are
v= |G|;
k = |D|;
= k + $- + .($+ -);
 = − ($+ -);
(3.2)
where .= 0 if e∈D and .= 1 if e ∈ D.
A PDS with parameters (v; k; ; ) = (n2; r(n − 1); n + r2 − 3r; r2 − r) is called a
Latin square type PDS. D is a regular (n2; r(n − 1); n + r2 − 3r; r2 − r) PDS in a
group G if and only if G \(D ∪ {e}) is a regular (n2; r′(n − 1); n + r′2 − 3r′; r′2 −
r′) PDS with r′ = n − r + 1. In a 2nite abelian group, the nonprincipal character
values of a regular (n2; r(n − 1); n + r2 − 3r; r2 − r) PDS are −r and −r + n. On
the other hand, if a regular abelian (v; k; ; ) PDS has nonprincipal character values
−r and −r +√v, then (v; k; ; ) = (v; r(√v− 1);√v+ r2 − 3r; r2 − r) or (v; k; ; ) =
(v; r′(
√
v+1);−√v+r′2+3r′; r′2+r′), where r′=√v−r. In the latter case, D is called
a negative Latin square type PDS if v= n2. A regular (v; (v− 1)=2; (v− 5)=4; (v− 1)4)
PDS is called a Paley PDS. When v = n2, a Paley PDS is of Latin square type with
r = (n+ 1)=2. Latin square type PDS are abundant in elementary abelian groups. It is
known that if G is a 2nite abelian group of order n2 with elementary Sylow subgroups
and 16 r ≤ min{paii + 1: 16 i6 s} where n = pa11 · · ·pass is the factorization of n
into distinct prime powers, then there exists a regular (n2; r(n− 1); n+ r2 − 3r; r2 − r)
PDS in G [1,17]. However, constructions of PDS, including the Latin square type
ones, in nonelementary groups are more diOcult. We refer the reader to [15,17] for
nonexistence results in this regard.
4. An extension of PDS from (M=I )× (M=I ) to (R=I )× (R=I )
Let R be a 2nite Frobenius local ring with maximal ideal M . Let 
 be a generating
character of R and let ∈Aut(R) be the Nakayama automorphism given by Proposition
2.1. In this section and the next section, we will treat a subset of a 2nite abelian group
G as a {0; 1}-valued function on G. For any complex valued function f on G and

∈G∗, let 
(f)=∑a∈G f(a)
(a). Let I be a proper ideal of R. Actually, the extension
of PDS we will describe is from (r(I)=r(M))×(M=I) to r(I)×(R=I), where r(I) is the
right annihilator of I . Since r(I) ∼= R=I and r(I)=r(M) ∼= M=I as abelian groups, the
extension can be viewed as being from (M=I)× (M=I) to (R=I)× (R=I). However, since
the group isomorphisms r(I) ∼= R=I and r(I)=r(M) ∼= M=I are not canonical, we 2nd it
more desirable to work with (r(I)=r(M))× (M=I) and r(I)× (R=I) than (M=I)× (M=I)
and (R=I)×(R=I) when describing the PDS extension. The basic idea of the construction
of PDS here is as follows: Given a reversible PDS f : (r(I)=r(M))× (M=I)→ {0; 1},
it induces a function Pf : r(I) × (M=I) → {0; 1}. We try to extend Pf to a reversible
PDS on r(I) × (R=I) by de2ning Pf on r(I) × ((R=I) \(M=I)) suitably. The relation
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between f and Pf is described by the following diagram:
r(I) × R=I
↓ ↑ ↘ Pf
r(I)=r(M) × M=I f→ {0; 1}
(4.1)
We remind the reader that r(I) is a two-sided ideal. This fact will be used implicitly
in the proofs. For each (a; b)∈R × R, let 
(a;b) be the character of R × R de2ned by

(a;b)(x; y) = 
(ax + yb). Note that every character of R× R is of this form.
Lemma 4.1. Let f : (r(I)=r(M))× (M=I)→ C be any function. Then for each a∈R
and b∈ r(I),∑
x∈r(I)
∑
Py∈M=I
f( Px; Py)
(ax + yb)
=
{
0 if Pa∈ (R=I) \(M=I);
|R|
|M | P
(a;b)(f) if Pa∈M=I;
(4.2)
where P
(a;b) is the induced character of 
(a;b) on (r(I)=r(M))× (M=I).
The proof of Lemma 4.1 is straightforward and is omitted.
Lemma 4.2. Let * : r(I)→ C be a function such that∑
x∈r(M)
*(a+ x) = e for all a∈ r(I); (4.3)
where e is a constant. Then for each a∈R and b∈ r(I),∑
x∈r(I)
∑
Py∈(R=I)\(M=I)
*(y−1x)
(ax + yb)
=


e |M ||I |2 (|R| − |M |) if Pa= 0; b= 0;
−e M |2|I |2 if Pa= 0; b∈ r(M) \{0};
0 if Pa= 0; b ∈ r(M) or if Pa∈ (M=I) \{0};
*(−(a)−1b) |R||I | − e |M ||I | ; if Pa ∈ M=I;
(4.4)
where Pa is the image of a in R=I .
Proof. We have∑
x∈r(I)
∑
Py∈(R=I)\(M=I)
*(y−1x)
(ax + yb)
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=
∑
x∈r(I)
∑
Py∈(R=I)\(M=I)
*(x)
(ayx + yb)
=
∑
x∈r(I)
∑
Py∈(R=I)
*(x)
(ayx + yb)−
∑
x∈r(I)
∑
Py∈(M=I)
*(x)
(ayx + yb): (4.5)
We 2rst compute the 2rst sum at the right-hand side of (4.5). If a∈M , then∑
x∈r(I)
∑
Py∈(R=I)
*(x)
(ayx + yb)
=
∑
Py∈R=I

(yb)
∑
x∈r(I)
*(x)
(ayx)
=
∑
Py∈R=I

(yb)
∑
Px∈r(I)=r(M)
∑
u∈r(M)
*(x + u)
(ay(x + u))
=
∑
Py∈R=I

(yb)
∑
Px∈r(I)=r(M)
∑
u∈r(M)
*(x + u)
(ayx)
=e
∑
Py∈R=I

(yb)
∑
Px∈r(I)=r(M)

(ayx)
=e
∑
Py∈R=I
ay∈I

(yb)|r(I)=r(M)|
= e
|M |
|I | ·
1
|I |
∑
y∈R
ay∈I

(yb)
=e
|M |
|I |2
∑
y∈[a;I ]

(−1(b)y) ([a; I ] = {y∈R: ay∈ I})
=


e |M ||I |2 |[a; I ]| if −1(b)∈ l([a; I ]);
0 if −1(b) ∈ l([a; I ]):
(4.6)
If a ∈ M , then∑
x∈r(I)
∑
Py∈R=I
*(x)
(ayx + yb)
=
∑
x∈r(I)
*(x)
∑
Py∈R=I

(y((a)x + b))
= *(−(a)−1b)|R=I |: (4.7)
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Now we turn to the second sum at the right-hand side of (4.5). We have∑
x∈r(I)
∑
Py∈M=I
*(x)
(ayx + yb)
=
∑
Py∈M=I

(yb)
∑
x∈r(I)
*(x)
(ayx)
= e
∑
Py∈M=I

(yb)
∑
Px∈r(I)=r(M)

(ayx) (cf : (4:6))
= e
∑
Py∈M=I
ay∈I

(yb)|r(I)=r(M)|
= e
|M |
|I |2
∑
y∈M
ay∈I

(yb)
= e
|M |
|I |2
∑
y∈M∩[a;I ]

(−1(b)y)
=


e |M ||I |2 |M ∩ [a; I ]| if −1(b)∈ l(M ∩ [a; I ]);
0 if −1(b) ∈ l(M ∩ [a; I ]):
(4.8)
Combining (4.5)–(4.8) and noting that
[a; I ]


=R if a∈ I;
⊂ M if a ∈ I;
=I if a ∈ M;
(4.9)
we 2nally have (4.4). (Note that if a ∈ M , then in (4.8), M∩[a; I ]=I and −1(b)∈ l(I)
since b∈ r(I).)
Theorem 4.3. Let R be a 6nite Frobenius local ring with maximal ideal M. Let 
 be
a generating character of R with the associated Nakayama automorphism . Let I
be a proper ideal of R and assume that f:(r(I)=r(M))×(M=I)→ {0; 1} is a reversible
PDS such that for each character  of (r(I)=r(M))× (M=I),
(f) =
{
k if  is principal;
$ or - if  is nonprincipal;
(4.10)
where $¿ - are real constants. Let * : r(I)→ {0; 1} be any function such that∑
x∈r(M)
*(a+ x) = e for all a∈ r(I); (4.11)
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where e∈Z is a constant. De6ne Pf : r(I)× (R=I)→ {0; 1} by
Pf(x; Py) =
{
f( Px; Py) if Py∈M=I;
*(y−1x) if Py∈ (R=I) \(M=I):
(4.12)
Then for each ( Pa; b)∈ (R=I)× r(I),
P
(a;b)( Pf)
=


e |M ||I |2 (|R| − |M |) + |R||M | k if Pa= 0; b= 0;
−e |M |2|I |2 + |R||M | k if Pa= 0; b∈ r(M) \{0};
|R|
|M |$ or
|R|
|M |- if 0 = ( Pa; Pb)∈ (M=I)× (r(I)=r(M));
*(−(a)−1b) |R||I | − e |M ||I | if Pa∈ (R=I) \(M=I);
(4.13)
where P
(a;b) is the character of r(I)× (R=I) induced by 
(a;b).
Proof. We have
P
(a;b)( Pf) =
∑
x∈r(I)
∑
Py∈(R=I)\(M=I)
*(y−1x)
(ax + yb)
+
∑
x∈r(I)
∑
Py∈(M=I)
f( Px; Py)
(ax + yb): (4.14)
Now (4.13) follows when applying (4.2), (4.10) and (4.4) in (4.14).
Remark. In the above theorem, the map ( Pa; Pb) → P
(a;b) is an isomorphism from (M=I)×
(r(I)=r(M)) to the character group of (r(I)=r(M))× (M=I). The map ( Pa; b) → P
(a;b) is
an isomorphism from (R=I)× r(I) to the character group of r(I)× (R=I).
Corollary 4.4 (An extension of PDS). In the notation of Theorem 4.3, Pf is a re-
versible PDS in r(I)× (R=I) if and only if one of the following happens:
(i) e = 0, f−1(1) = ∅ or a subgroup of (r(I)=r(M))× (M=I);
(ii) e = |R|=|M | and f−1(0) = ∅ or a subgroup of (r(I)=r(M))× (M=I);
(iii) |R|=|M |= |M |=|I |= 2, e= 1, f−1(1) = {(0; 0)} or (r(I)=r(M))× (M=I) \{(0; 0)};
(iv) 0¡e¡ |R|=|M | and
k = 1
|M |
|I | + e
|M |2
|R‖I |
( |M |
|I | − 1
)
;
$=
|M |
|I | − e
|M |2
|R‖I | ;
- =−e |M |
2
|R‖I | ;
(4.15)
where 1∈{0; 1}.
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Proof. (i) e=0. If k=0 or |M |2=|I |2, then f−1(1)=∅ or (r(I)=r(M))×(M=I). Assume
that 0¡k ¡ |M |2=|I |2. Then by (4.13), Pf is a PDS if and only if |{k; $; -; 0}|6 2.
This happens if and only if k = $¿ 0 and -= 0, i.e., f−1(1) is a proper subgroup of
(r(I)=r(M))× (M=I).
(ii) e= |R|=|M |. Replacing f; * and Pf with 1− f; 1− * and 1− Pf, the conclusion
follows from (i).
Now assume that 0¡e¡ |R|=|M |. By (4.13), as  runs through all nonprincipal
characters of r(I)×(R=I), the values of ( Pf) are −e|M |2=|I |2+(|R|=|M |)k, (|R|=|M |)$,
(|R|=|M |)-, −e|M |=|I | and |R|=|I |−e|M |=|I |. Thus, Pf is a PDS if and only if −e|M |2=|I |2
+ (|R|=|M |)k, (|R|=|M |)$, (|R|=|M |)-∈{−e|M |=|I |; |R|=|I | − e|M |=|I |}, which is equiv-
alent to
k = 1
|M |
|I | + e
|M |2
|R‖I |
( |M |
|I | − 1
)
;
$= 11
|M |
|I | − e
|M |2
|R‖I | ;
- = 12
|M |
|I | − e
|M |2
|R‖I | ;
(4.16)
where 1; 11; 12 ∈{0; 1}. If $¿-, we have 11=1 and 12=0, which is case (vi). Suppose
$ = -. Then there are three possibilities: (a) $ = - = 0; (b) $ = - = 1, f−1(1) =
{(0; 0)}; and (c) $ = - = −1, f−1(1) = (r(I)=r(M)) × (M=I) \{(0; 0)}. (a) is ruled
out since 0¡e¡ |R|=|M |. In cases (b) and (c) note that |M |=|I |¿ 1 since otherwise
$=11−e |M |=|R| ∈ Z. Since up to isomorphism, R=M is the only irreducible R-module,
|M=I | is a multiple of |R=M |, hence |M |2=(|R‖I |)∈Z. If (b) is the case, by (4.16),
1 = k = 1
|M |
|I | + e
|M |2
|R‖I |
( |M |
|I | − 1
)
; (4.17)
which forces |M |=|I |= 2, 1= 0, e= 1 and |M |=|R|= 12 . In this case, (4.16) is satis2ed
with 11 = 12 = 1. If (c) is the case, we must have 11 = 12 = 0, since otherwise $ =
|M |=|I | − e |M |2=(|R‖I |)¿ 0. Thus, by (4.16), −1= $=−e |M |2=|R‖I | and |M |2=|I |2−
1= k = 1 |M |=|I |+ |M |=|I | − 1= (1+1)|M |=|I | − 1. Therefore, 1=1, |M |=|I |=2, e=1,
and |M |=|R| = 12 . In summary, possibilities (b) and (c) constitute case (iii) in the
corollary.
Remarks. (i) Cases (i)–(iii) in Corollary 4.4 are the trivial cases. A regular (n2;
r(n − 1); n + r2 − 3r; r2 − r) Latin square type PDS in (r(I)=r(M)) × (M=I) with
n= |M |=|I | and r = |M |2=(|R‖I |) satis2es (4.15) with 1= 0.
(ii) Assume that (4.15) is satis2ed. Then for any character  of r(I)× (R=I), (4.13)
becomes
( Pf) =


1 |R||I | + e
|M |
|I | (
|R|
|I | − 1) if  is principal;
|R|
|I | − e |M ||I | or − e |M ||I | if  is nonprincipal:
(4.18)
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If R′ is a 2nite Frobenius local ring with maximal ideal M ′ and a proper ideal I ′ such
that M ′=I ′ ∼= R=I (as an abelian group) and e′= e(|M |=|R|)|R′|=|M ′| ∈Z, then (4.15) is
satis2ed for Pf with R′; M ′; I ′; e′ in place of R;M; I; e. Thus the PDS Pf in (R=I)× (R=I)
can be further extended to (R′=I ′)× (R′=I ′).
Example 4.5. Let p be a prime, m; n¿ 2, and let R=Zpn [X ]=(Xm). Then R is a 2nite
Frobenius local ring since (pn−1Xm−1) is the unique minimal ideal of R. The maximal
ideal of R is M = (p; X ). Choose 0¡a¡m and let I = (pn−2X a). Then as abelian
groups,
R=I ∼= Zapn × Zm−apn−2 ; (4.19)
M=I ∼= Zapn−1 × Zm−apn−2 : (4.20)
Let d be any positive integer dividing both a and m−a. Then there is a 2nite commuta-
tive chain ring S with maximal ideal N such that |S=N |=pd and (S;+) ∼= Zapn−1×Zm−apn−2
(cf. [19].) By Section 5 of [7], for each 0¡e1 ¡pd and 1∈{0; 1}, there is a reversible
PDS f on S × S with the character values
(f) =
{
k = 1|S|+ e1|N |(|S| − 1) if  is principal;
$= |S| − e1|N | or - =−e1|N | if  is nonprincipal:
(4.21)
Note that S ∼= M=I as an abelian group and that (4.15) is satis2ed with e=(e1=pd)|R|=|M |.
Thus by Corollary 4.4, f can be extended to a reversible PDS Pf on (R=I)× (R=I) ∼=
Z2apn × Z2(m−a)pn−2 with the character values
3( Pf) =
{
1pnm−2m+2a + epnm−2m+a(pnm−2m+2a − 1) if 3 is principal;
pnm−2m+2a − epnm−2m+a or − epnm−2m+a if 3 is nonprincipal:
(4.22)
Such a PDS is not covered by any previous construction.
Since homomorphic images of 2nite Frobenius local rings are a large family of rings
and since Corollary 4.4 can be iterated (cf. Remark (ii) after Corollary 4.4), there are
abundant examples of PDS from Corollary 4.4 in nonelementary abelian p-groups. A
ring theoretic question arises naturally: How to characterize the homomorphic images
of 2nite Frobenius local rings? In a work currently under way [10], we 2nd that the
answer to this question is surprisingly simple: Homomorphic images of 2nite Frobenius
local rings are precisely 2nite local rings. For every 2nite local ring R, there is a
2nite commutative local ring R′ such that (R′; +) ∼= (R; +). Thus in order to reach
new ambient groups using the PDS constructions here, it suOces to consider 2nite
commutative local rings. However, it is not clear whether the use of noncommutative
local rings will lead to nonequivalent PDS in the same ambient group.
The extension for PDS described in this section also works for bent functions. Let
G be a 2nite abelian group. A function f : G → S1 = {z ∈C : |z|=1} is called a bent
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function if |∑a∈G f(a)(a)|= |G|1=2 for every character  of G. Bent functions from
Z2t2 to {±1}, called binary bent functions, are Boolean functions on Z2t2 at maximum
Hamming distance from the set of aOne functions. See [6,8,12,18] for more properties
of bent functions and their applications in coding theory and cryptography. Also see
[11] for a construction of relative di$erence sets using bent functions. We end this
section with an extension theorem for bent functions whose proof is essentially the
same as that of Theorem 4.3.
Theorem 4.6 (An extension of bent functions). Let R be a 6nite Frobenius local ring
with maximal ideal M. Let I be a proper ideal of R and assume that f : (r(I)=r(M))×
(M=I)→ S1 is a bent function. Let * : r(I)→ S1 be any function such that∑
x∈r(M)
*(a+ x) = 0 for all a∈ r(I): (4.23)
De6ne Pf : r(I)× (R=I)→ S1 via
Pf(x; Py) =
{
f( Px; Py) if Py∈M=I;
*(y−1x) if Py∈ (R=I) \(M=I):
(4.24)
Then Pf is a bent function on r(I)× (R=I).
5. An extension of PDS from (M=r(M ))× (M=r(M )) to R× R
Let R be a 2nite Frobenius local ring with maximal ideal M and a generating
character 
. Given a reversible PDS f : (M=r(M))× (M=r(M))→ {0; 1}, it induces a
function Pf : M ×M → {0; 1}. We will try to de2ne Pf on (R× R) \(M ×M) suitably
such that Pf becomes a reversible PDS on R × R. For any right R-module A and any
x; y∈A, we say that x is equivalent to y, or x ∼ y, if x = y1 for some 1∈R∗. Let
5 = (R=r(M))× (R=r(M)) \(M=r(M))× (M=r(M)) (5.1)
and let 5′ be a system of representatives of 5= ∼. Fix an integer e such that 06 e6
|r(M)| = |R|=|M |. For each (u; v)∈5′, choose a subset D(u; v) ⊂ R × R such that
|D(u; v)|= e, ( Px; Py) = (u; v) for all (x; y)∈D(u; v) and that the elements in D(u; v) are
pairwise nonequivalent. Such a D(u; v) always exists. We may assume that (u; v) =
( Px0; Py 0) with x0 ∈R \M . Then we can choose D(u; v) to be any subset of {(x0; y0 +
z: z ∈ r(M)} of cardinality e. Now let D=⋃(u;v)∈5′ D(u; v) and note that the elements
in D are pairwise nonequivalent. De2ne
D=
⋃
(x;y)∈D
(x; y)(R \M) ⊂ (R× R) \(M ×M): (5.2)
The union in (5.2) is disjoint. For each (a; b)∈R × R, let 
(a;b) be the character of
R× R de2ned by 
(a;b)(x; y) = 
(ax + by).
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Lemma 5.1. Let D be de6ned as above and (a; b)∈R× R. Then

(a;b)(D)
=


e(− |M |3|R| + |M‖R|) if (a; b) = (0; 0);
−e |M |3|R| if (a; b)∈ (r(M)× r(M)) \{(0; 0)};
0 if (a; b)∈ (M ×M) \(r(M)× r(M));
|R| − e|M | if (a; b)∈ (R× R) \(M ×M)
and ax + by = 0 for some (x; y)∈D;
−e|M | if (a; b)∈ (R× R) \(M ×M)
and ax + by = 0 for all (x; y)∈D:
(5.3)
Proof. When (a; b) = (0; 0),

(a;b)(D) = |D|
= |5′|e(|R| − |M |)
= e(|R| − |M |) |R=r(M)|
2 − |M=r(M)|2
|R=r(M)| − |M=r(M)|
= e
(
−|M |
3
|R| + |M‖R|
)
: (5.4)
In general, we have

(a;b)(D) =
∑
(x;y)∈D
∑
z∈R\M

((ax + by)z)
=−
∑
(x;y)∈D
∑
z∈M

((ax + by)z) +
∑
(x;y)∈D
∑
z∈R

((ax + by)z)
=−|M‖A|+ |R‖B|; (5.5)
where
A= {(x; y)∈D: ax + by∈ l(M) = r(M)}; (5.6)
B= {(x; y)∈D: ax + by = 0}: (5.7)
Now assume that (a; b)∈ r(M)× r(M)\{(0; 0)}. Obviously, A=D. We may assume
a = 0. Then b= a1 for some 1∈R since r(M) is a minimal right ideal. For (x; y)∈D,
we see that (x; y)∈B ⇔ a(x + 1y) = 0 ⇔ x + 1y∈M ⇔ ( Px; Py)∈5′ satisfying Px +
1 Py∈M=r(M). Note that there are exactly |M=r(M)| elements (u; v)∈5′ satisfying u+
1v∈M=r(M) and that the map (x; y) → ( Px; Py) from D to 5′ is onto and e to 1. Thus
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|B|= e|M=r(M)|= e|M |2=|R|. Therefore,

(a;b)(D) =−|M‖D|+ |R|e |M |
2
|R|
=−|M |e(|R=r(M)|+ |M=r(M)|) + e|M |2
=−e |M |
3
|R| : (5.8)
Next, assume that (a; b)∈ (M ×M) \(r(M)× r(M)). We have

(a;b)(D)
=
∑
(u;v)∈5′
∑
(x;y)∈D(u;v)
∑
z∈R\M

((ax + by)z)
=
1
|r(M)|2
∑
(u;v)∈5′
∑
(x;y)∈D(u;v)
∑
z∈R\M
∑
$;-∈r(M)

((a(x + $) + b(y + -))z)
=
|M |2
|R|2
∑
(u;v)∈5′
∑
(x;y)∈D(u;v)
∑
z∈R\M
∑
$∈u
-∈v

((a$+ b-)z)
= e
|M |2
|R|2
∑
(u;v)∈5′
∑
z∈R\M
∑
$∈u
-∈v

((a$+ b-)z)
= e
|M |2
|R|2
∑
(u;v)∈5′
∑
z∈R\M
∑
x∈u·z
y∈v·z

(ax + by): (5.9)
As (u; v) runs over 5′ and z runs over R \M , (uz; vz) represents each element in 5
exactly |r(M)| times. Thus,

(a;b)(D) = e
|M |2
|R|2 |r(M)|
∑
(u;v)∈5
∑
x∈u
y∈v

(ax + by)
= e
|M |
|R|
∑
(x;y)∈(R×R)\(M×M)

(ax + by)
= e
|M |
|R|

 ∑
(x;y)∈R×R

(ax + by)−
∑
(x;y)∈M×M

(ax + by)


= 0: (5.10)
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Finally, assume that (a; b)∈ (R× R) \(M ×M). There is a unique (u0; v0)∈5′ such
that au0+bv0 ∈ r(M). Thus A=D(u0; v0). Also note that there is at most one (x; y)∈D
such that ax + by = 0, i.e., |B|= 0 or 1. Thus by (5.5),

(a;b)(D) =
{−e|M |+ |R| if ax + by = 0 for some (x; y)∈D;
−e|M | if ax + by = 0 for all (x; y)∈D:
(5.11)
The proof of Lemma 5.1 is now complete.
Theorem 5.2. Let R be a 6nite Frobenius local ring with maximal ideal M and let
D ⊂ (R× R) \(M ×M) be the set constructed in (5.2). Assume that f : (M=r(M))×
(M=r(M))→ {0; 1} is a reversible PDS such that for every character  of (M=r(M))×
(M=r(M)),
(f) =
{
k if  is principal;
$ or - if  is nonprincipal;
(5.12)
where $¿ - are real numbers. De6ne Pf : R× R → {0; 1} by
Pf(x; y) =
{
f( Px; Py) if (x; y)∈M ×M;
1D(x; y) if (x; y)∈ (R× R) \(M ×M);
(5.13)
where 1D is the characteristic function of D. Then for each (a; b)∈R× R,

(a;b)( Pf)
=


k |R|
2
|M |2 + e(− |M |
3
|R| + |M‖R|) if (a; b) = (0; 0);
k |R|
2
|M |2 − e |M |
3
|R| if (a; b)∈ (r(M)× r(M)) \{(0; 0)};
|R|2
|M |2 $ or
|R|2
|M |2 - if (a; b)∈ (M ×M) \(r(M)× r(M));
|R| − e|M | if (a; b)∈ (R× R) \(M ×M) and
ax + by = 0 for some (x; y)∈D;
−e|M | if (a; b)∈ (R× R) \(M ×M) and
ax + by = 0 for all (x; y)∈D: (5.14)
Proof. Note that

(a;b)( Pf) =
∑
(x;y)∈M×M
f( Px; Py)
(ax + by) + 
(a;b)(D) (5.15)
and that ∑
(x;y)∈M×M
f( Px; Py)
(ax + by)
=


0 if (a; b)∈ (R× R) \(M ×M);
|R|2
|M |2 P
(a;b)(f) if (a; b)∈M ×M;
(5.16)
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where P
(a;b) is the character of (M=r(M)) × (M=r(M)) induced by 
(a;b). Eq. (5.14)
follows when putting (5.3), (5.16) and (5.12) together in (5.15).
Corollary 5.3 (Another extension of PDS). In the notation of Theorem 5.2, the func-
tion Pf is a PDS in R× R if and only if one of the following happens:
(i) e = 0, f−1(1) = ∅ or a subgroup of (M=r(M))× (M=r(M));
(ii) e = |R|=|M |, f−1(0) = ∅ or a subgroup of (M=r(M))× (M=r(M));
(iii) |R|= 8, R=M ∼= Z2, e= 1, f−1(0) = {(0; 0)} or (M=r(M))× (M=r(M)) \{(0; 0)};
(iv ) 0¡e¡ |R|=|M | and
k = 1
|M |2
|R| + e
|M |3
|R|2
( |M |2
|R| − 1
)
;
$=
|M |2
|R| − e
|M |3
|R|2 ;
- =−e |M |
3
|R|2 ;
(5.17)
where 1∈{0; 1}.
The proof of Corollary 5.3 is essentially the same as that of Corollary 4.4 and hence
is omitted.
Example 5.4. Let
R= Zpn [X ]=(X n; paX n−1 − pb) (5.18)
be the 2nite Frobenius local ring discussed in Example 2.5, where p is a prime, n¿ 2,
06 a¡b6m, 2b− a=m and (a; n) = (0; 2). The maximal ideal of R is M = (p; X )
and r(M) = (pm−1). Recall that (R;+) ∼= Zpm × Zn−2pb × Zpa . Also it can be shown
that M=r(M) ∼= Zpm−2 × Zn−2pb × Zpa as an abelian group. In this example, we let
a=0; b=3; m=6 and n¿ 2. There is a 2nite commutative chain ring S with maximal
ideal N such that |S=N |=p and (S;+) ∼= Zp4×Zn−2p3 ∼= M=r(M) (cf. [19].) By Section 5
of [7], for each 0¡e¡p and 1∈{0; 1}, there is a reversible PDS f : S× S → {0; 1}
with the character values
(f) =
{
k = 1|S|+ e|N |(|S| − 1) if  is principal;
$= |S| − e|N | or - =−e|N | if  is nonprincipal:
(5.19)
Then (5.17) is satis2ed. Therefore, by Corollary 5.3, f can be extended to a reversible
PDS Pf on R× R ∼= Z2p6 × Z2(n−2)p3 with the character values
3( Pf) =
{
1p3n + ep3n−1(p3n − 1) if 3 is principal;
p3n − ep3n−1 or − ep3n−1 if 3 is nonprincipal:
(5.20)
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There is an interesting comparison between the PDS extension in this section and
the one in Section 4. The extension here is done through the commutative diagram
R × R
↑ ↑
M × M ↘ Pf
↓ ↓
M=r(M) × M=r(M) f→ {0; 1}
(5.21)
Using two consecutive extensions of Section 4, one can also achieve an extension
from (M=r(M)) × (M=r(M)) to R × R. However, it is achieved through a di$erent
commutative diagram:
R × R
↑ ↓
M × R=r(M) ↘ Pf
↓ ↑
M=r(M) × M=r(M) f→ {0; 1}
(5.22)
6. A construction of PDS using *nite chain rings
Let R be a 2nite chain ring with maximal ideal I =R!, where !∈R is of nilpotency
s. Let |R=I |=pd and let 
 be a generating character. As before, for each (a; b)∈R×R,

(a;b) is the character of R× R de2ned by 
(a;b)(x; y) = 
(ax + by). Since the left and
right annihilators of an ideal J in R are the same, they are simply denoted by ann(J ).
We will construct a family of reversible PDS in R × R using the same idea of [15].
However, the treatments here are quite di$erent and the result is more general.
For a right R-module A and x; y∈A, we say that x is equivalent to y, or x∼y, if
x = y1 for some 1∈R∗. Throughout this section, for an element x in an R-module,
Px is either the image of x in a suitable quotient module or the equivalence class of
x under ∼. The actual meaning of Px should be clear from the context. Note that if
(x; y)∈ (R× R) \(I × I), (a; b)∈R× R and J is an ideal of R, then

(a;b) ((x; y)(R \J )) =


0 if ax + by ∈ ann(J );
−|J | if 0 = ax + by∈ ann(J );
|R| − |J | if ax + by = 0:
(6.1)
Let
7i = (I i × I i) \(I i+1 × I i+1); 06 i6 s− 1; (6.2)
5i = (I i=I s−1)× (I i=I s−1) \(I i+1=I s−1)× (I i+1=I s−1); 06 i6 s− 2: (6.3)
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For 06 i6 s− 1, de2ne
i : 70→7i
(x; y) → (!ix; !iy); (6.4)
and for 06 i6 s− 2, let
 i : 7i → 5i (6.5)
i : 5i → 5i= ∼ (6.6)
be the natural maps. Note that i;  i and i are all onto.
We now construct a sequence of subsets E0; : : : ; Es−2; Es−1 of 70. First, choose a
subset Ds−1 ⊂ 7s−1 consisting of pairwise nonequivalent elements. Lift each element
of Ds−1 to an element in 70 through s−1. Thus we obtain a subset Es−1 ⊂ 70 such
that the s−1-images of elements in Es−1 are pairwise nonequivalent. Note that |Es−1|
could be any integer between 0 and |7s−1= ∼ |= pd + 1.
Next, 2x an integer e with 06 e6pd − 1. For 06 i6 s − 2, let 5′i ⊂ 5i be a
system of representatives of 5i= ∼. The sets Es−2; : : : ; E0 are constructed inductively.
For each (u; v)∈5′s−2, choose a subset Ds−2(u; v) ⊂ 7s−2 such that |Ds−2(u; v)| =e,
 s−2((Ds−2(u; v)) = {(u; v)}, Ds−2 ∩ s−2(Es−1) = ∅ and the elements in Ds−2(u; v) ∪
s−2(Es−1) are pairwise nonequivalent. To see that such a Ds−2(u; v) exists, assume
(u; v)=( Px; Py) with x∈ I s−2 \I s−1 and y∈ I s−2. Then the set D={(x; y+z): z ∈ I s−1} ⊂
7s−2 has the properties that |D|=pd,  s−2(D)={(u; v)} and that the elements in D are
pairwise nonequivalent. (Suppose (x; y + z1) ∼ (x; y + z2) for some z1; z2 ∈ I s−1. Then
(x; y + z1) = (x; y + z2)1 for some 1∈R∗. Since y + z2 ∈ I s−2 = Rx and x(1 − 1) = 0,
we have (y+ z2)(1− 1) = 0. Thus y+ z1 = (y+ z2)1= y+ z2.) We claim that all the
elements in D, except at most one, are nonequivalent to any element in s−2(Es−1).
(Suppose to the contrary that there are z1; z2 ∈ I s−1, z1 = z2, and (a1; b1); (a2; b2)∈Es−1
such that (x; y+ z1) ∼ s−2(a1; b1), (x; y+ z2) ∼ s−2(a2; b2). Then (a1; b1) = (a2; b2)
but s−1(a1; b1) ∼ (!x; !y) ∼ s−1(a2; b2), which is a contradiction to the properties
of Es−1.) Since e6 |D| − 1, we can choose Ds−2(u; v) ⊂ D to have the described
properties. Put
Ds−2(u; v) =
⋃
(u;v)∈5′s−2
Ds−1(u; v): (6.7)
Clearly, the union in (6.7) is disjoint and the elements in Ds−2 are pairwise nonequiv-
alent. Lifting each element in Ds−2 to an element in 70 through s−2, we obtain a
subset Es−2 ⊂ 70. The set Es−2 has the following properties:
Es−2 ∩ Es−1 = ∅;
the s−2-images of elements in Es−2 ∪ Es−1 are pairwise nonequivalent;
the map s−2 ◦  s−2 ◦ s−2|Es−2 : Es−2 → 5s−2= ∼ is onto and e to 1: (6.8)
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Assume that Ei+1; : : : ; Es−2; Es−1 ⊂ 70 have been constructed such that
Ei+1; : : : ; Es−2; Es−1 are pairwise disjoint;
for i + 16 j6 s− 1; the j-images of elements in Ej ∪ · · · ∪ Es−1
are pairwise nonequivalent;
for i + 16 j6 s− 2; the map j ◦  j ◦ j|Ej : Ej → 5j= ∼ is
onto and e to 1:
(6.9)
Now we construct Ei. For each (u; v)∈5′i , choose a subset Di(u; v) ⊂ 7i such that
|Di(u; v)|=e,  i(Di(u; v))={(u; v)}, Di(u; v)∩i(Ei+1∪· · ·∪Es−1)=∅ and the elements
in Di(u; v) ∪ i(Ei+1 ∪ · · · ∪ Es−1) are pairwise nonequivalent. Such a set Di(u; v) can
be obtained the same way as that Ds−2(u; v) was obtained earlier. Put
Di =
⋃
(u;v)∈5′i
Di(u; v): (6.10)
The union in (6.10) is disjoint and the elements in Di are pairwise nonequivalent.
Lifting each element in Di to an element in 70 through i, we get a subset Ei ⊂ 70.
Clearly, conditions in (6.9) are satis2ed with i replacing i + 1.
To summarize, we have constructed subsets E0; : : : ; Es−2; Es−1 ⊂ 70 such that
E0; : : : ; Es−2; Es−1 are pairwise disjoint;
for 06 j6 s− 1; the j-images of elements in Ej ∪ · · · ∪ Es−1
are pairwise nonequivalent;
for 06 j6 s− 2; the map j ◦  j ◦ j|Ej : Ej → 5j= ∼ is
onto and e to 1:
(6.11)
The reader may 2nd the following diagram helpful for visualizing the constructions of
E0; : : : ; Es−1 (Fig. 1).
Theorem 6.1. Let E0; : : : ; Es−1 be constructed as above and let
D=
s−1⋃
i=0
⋃
(x;y)∈Ei
(x; y) · (R \I i+1) ⊂ R× R: (6.12)
Then the union in (6.12) is disjoint. Let (a; b)∈R× R such that the ideal generated
by {a; b} is I t . Then

(a;b)(D) =


(|Es−1|+ epd − 1(p
sd − pd))(psd − 1) if t = s;
1psd − |Es−1| − epd−1 (psd − pd) if 06 t6 s− 1;
(6.13)
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Fig. 1. The construction of E0; : : : ; Es−1.
where
1=
{
1 if ∃(x; y)∈Et ∪ · · · ∪ Es−1 such that ax + by = 0;
0 otherwise:
(6.14)
Corollary 6.2. The set D in (6.12) is a regular PDS in R × R with parameters
(p2sd; r(psd − 1); psd + r2 − 3r; r2 − r) where
r = |Es−1|+ epd − 1 (p
sd − pd): (6.15)
Corollary 6.2 is a restatement of Theorem 6.1 in terms of PDS. To prove Theorem
6.1, we need two lemmas. In the notation of Theorem 6.1, let
A(a;b)(i) = {(x; y)∈Ei: ax + by∈ I s−(i+1)}; (6.16)
B(a;b)(i) = {(x; y)∈Ei: ax + by = 0} (6.17)
for 06 i6 s− 1.
Lemma 6.3. Let (0; 0) = (a; b)∈R× R such that {a; b} generates the ideal I t . Then
|A(a;b)(i)|=


|Es−1| if i = s− 1;
e|5i= ∼ | if s− 1− t6 i6 s− 2;
eptd if 06 i6 s− 2− t:
(6.18)
Proof. By the de2nition, A(a;b)(s − 1) = Es−1. Now assume that 06 i6 s − 2 and
(x; y)∈Ei. We may assume that (a; b)=!(a′; b′) where a′ ∈R \I , b′ ∈R. Then (x; y)∈
A(a;b)(i)⇔ !t(a′x+ b′y)∈ I s−(i+1) ⇔ !i(a′x+ b′y)∈ I s−1−t . Write !i(a′; b′) = ($; -)!i,
where $∈R \I; -∈R. Then (x; y)∈A(a;b)(i) ⇔ $(!ix) + -(!iy)∈ I s−1−t ⇔ i ◦  i ◦
i(x; y)∈5i= ∼ is of the form (u; v) where (u; v)∈5i is such that $u+-v∈ I s−1−t =I s−1.
When s − 1 − t6 i, the number of such elements (u; v) in 5i= ∼ is |5i= ∼ |; when
s− 1− t ¿ i, the number of such elements in 5i= ∼ is |I s−1−t =I s−1|=ptd. To see the
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second claim, assume s− 1− t ¿ i. If (u; v)∈5i= ∼ is such that $u+-v∈ I s−1−t =I s−1,
then v∈ (I i=I s−1) \(I i+1=I s−1). (Otherwise, we must have u∈ I i+1=I s−1, which would
imply that (u; v) ∈ 5i.) Thus we may assume that v=!i. Note that for (u; !i)∈5i, $u+
-!i ∈ I s−1−t =I s−1 ⇔ u∈ I s−1−t =I s−1− $−1-!i and that if u1; u2 ∈ I s−1−t =I s−1− $−1-!i
are distinct, then (u1; !i)  (u2; !i). Hence the number of elements (u; v)∈5i= ∼ such
that $u + -v∈ I s−1−t =I s−1 is |I s−1−t =I s−1|. Recall that i ◦  i ◦ i|Ei : Ei → 5i= ∼ is
onto and e to 1. Thus we have
|A(a;b)(i)|=
{
e|5i= ∼ | if s− 1− t6 i6 s− 2;
eptd if 06 i6 s− 2− t:
(6.19)
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.3.
Lemma 6.4. In the notation of Lemma 6.3, we have
|B(a;b)(i)|=
{
ep(t−i−1)d if 06 i¡ t;
0 or 1 if t6 i6 s− 1:
(6.20)
Furthermore, |B(a;b)(i)|= 1 for at most one i with t6 i6 s− 1.
Proof. We may assume that (a; b)=!t(a′; b′) where a′ ∈R\I; b∈R. First let 06 i¡ t
and (x; y)∈Ei. Then (x; y)∈B(a;b)(i) ⇔ !t(a′x + b′y) = 0 ⇔ !i(a′x + b′y)∈ I s−t+i.
Write !i(a′; b′) = ($; -)!i, where $∈R \ I , -∈R. Then (x; y)∈B(a;b)(i) ⇔ $(!ix) +
-(!iy)∈ I s−t+i ⇔ i ◦  i ◦ i(x; y)∈5i= ∼ is of the form (u; v), where (u; v)∈5i and
$u+-v∈ I s−t+i=I s−1. If (u; v)∈5i= ∼ is such that $u+-v∈ I s−t+i=I s−1, we must have
v∈ (I i=I s−1) \(I i+1=I s−1). (Otherwise, since s− t + i¿ i, we would have (u; v) ∈ 5i.)
Thus we may assume v = !i. Note that for (u; !i)∈5i, $u + -!i ∈ I s−t+i=I s−1 ⇔
u∈ I s−t+i=I s−1 − $−1-!i and that if u1; u2 ∈ I s−t+i=I s−1 − $−1-!i are distinct, then
(u1; !i)  (u2; !i). Hence the number of elements (u; v)∈5i= ∼ such that $u +
-v∈ I s−t+i=I s−1 is |I s−t+i=I s−1| = p(t−i−1)d. Since i ◦  i ◦ i|Ei : Ei → 5i= ∼ is onto
and e to 1, we have |B(a;b)(i)|= ep(t−i−1)d.
To 2nish the proof, it suOces to show that there is at most one element (x; y)∈Et ∪
· · ·∪Es−1 such that ax+by=0. Write (a; b)=(a′′; b′′)!t where (a′′; b′′)∈ (R×R)\(I×I).
Then ax+ by=0 ⇔ a′′(!tx)+ b′′(!ty)= 0, where (!tx; !ty)=t(x; y)∈7t . Note that
up to equivalence, there is only one element (z; w)∈7t with a′′z + b′′w = 0 and that
the t-images of the elements in Et ∪ · · · ∪Es−1 are pairwise nonequivalent. Therefore,
there is at most one element (x; y)∈Et ∪ · · · ∪ Es−1 such that ax + by = 0.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. By the second condition in (6.11), we see that the union in
(6.12) is disjoint. Note that
|5i= ∼ |= p
2(s−1−i)d − p2(s−2−i)d
p(s−1−i)d − p(s−2−i)d = p
(s−2−i)d(pd + 1); 06 i6 s− 2: (6.21)
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To prove (6.13), 2rst assume t = s, i.e., (a; b) = (0; 0). Then we have

(a;b)(D) = |D|
=
s−1∑
i=0
|Ei|(|R| − |I i+1|)
= |Es−1|(psd − 1) +
s−2∑
i=0
ep(s−2−i)d(pd + 1)(psd − ps−i−1)
=
(
|Es−1|+ epd − 1 (p
sd − pd)
)
(psd − 1): (6.22)
Now assume that (a; b) = (0; 0), i.e., 06 t6 s−1. Using (6.1), (6.18) and (6.20), we
have

(a;b)(D) =
s−1∑
i=0
∑
(x;y)∈Ei

(a;b)
(
(x; y)(R \I i+1))
=
s−1∑
i=0
(−|I i+1‖A(a;b)(i)|+ |R‖B(a;b)(i)|)
=−|Es−1| −
s−2−t∑
i=0
p(s−i−1)deptd −
s−2∑
i=s−1−t
p(s−i−1)de|5i= ∼ |
+psd
(
t−1∑
i=0
ep(t−i−1)d + 1
)
; (6.23)
where
1=
{
1 if ∃(x; y)∈Et ∪ · · · ∪ Es−1 such that ax + by = 0;
0 otherwise
(6.24)
Using (6.21), we complete the computation of 
(a;b)(D) as follows:

(a;b)(D) =−|Es−1|+ 1psd − e
s−2−t∑
i=0
p(s+t−1−i)d
−e(pd + 1)
s−2∑
i=s−1−t
p(2s−3−2i)d + epsd
t−1∑
i=0
p(t−1−i)d
=−|Es−1|+ 1psd − ep(2t+1)d p
(s−1−t)d − 1
pd − 1
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− e(pd + 1)pd p
2td − 1
p2d − 1 + ep
sd p
td − 1
pd − 1
= 1psd − |Es−1| − e p
sd − pd
pd − 1 : (6.25)
Remarks. (i) When p is an odd prime, one obtains the Paley PDS of [15] by letting
|Es−1|= (pd + 1)=2 and e = (pd − 1)=2 in Corollary 6.2.
(ii) In Corollary 6.2, since R is a 2nite chain ring, the ambient abelian group of the
PDS is of the type Z2apn × Z2bpn−1 , which is not as versatile as those in Sections 4 and
5. However, the parameters of the PDS in Corollary 6.2 are more Sexible than those
in the last two sections. In Sections 4 and 5, the nonprincipal character values of the
PDS are −r and |R| − r, where r is a multiple of the size of the maximal ideal of
R. In Corollary 6.2, the nonprincipal character values of the PDS are −r and |R| − r,
where r= |Es−1|+ e(psd −pd)=(pd − 1) does not have to be a multiple of the size of
the maximal ideal of R.
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